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Abstract

Cellular processes are controlled by networks of interacting genes and molecules.
In the cell the product of the expression of one gene can a�ect the expression
of another, creating a network structure in which genes regulate each other
through their products. The emergent properties of these and other networks
determine the behavior of the cell. Much is unknown about these complex gene
regulatory networks. Understanding how these networks work and what they
look like provides us with a greater insight into the inner workings of the cell.

We have focused our e�orts on improving the Hematopoietic gene regulatory
network. This particular network is responsible for the di�erentiation of stem
cells to a diverse range of blood cells. At each stage of this di�erentiation the
cell stabilizes to a distinct steady state. The emergence of these steady states
is an intrinsic property of the network itself and can be examined by creating a
state space graph. The structure of the state space reveals information about
the steady states the gene regulatory network contains. With this information
we have devised a method in order to improve a gene regulatory network using
a priori knowledge of the network topology and steady state analysis. A multi-
objective Evolutionary Algorithm iteratively alters the gene regulatory network
and uses the steady state information and topological a priori knowledge as a
quality measure of the network. The proposed method is an e�cient way to
pinpoint where the current consensus network might be improved. With this
we will attempt to improve the indicative quality of the gene regulatory net-
work. It can result in new ideas for research and could help solve complicated
topology issues.

As a result of our research and the issues we encountered we propose that a
new modeling method to represent the gene regulatory network could help solve
some of these issues and we expect this representation to attain better results.
This because it is more similar to the manner in which the interactions occur in
the cell and because it is designed speci�cally to be edited by an Evolutionary
Algorithm.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The problem

The most basic unit of life in all known living things that can perform every
activity required for life such as reproduction, is the cell. It is the smallest
living biological structure. All organisms consist of one or more cells and the
processes that occur in these cells determines everything an organism is and
does. Each cell contains genetic information that is passed on from parent to
o�spring and is encoded in DNA. Certain stretches of DNA encode genes. These
genes contain instructions that tell the cell how to build a large molecule called
a protein [2]. Each cell holds the same DNA that encodes for the same genes.
The set of genes that are active at a particular moment determine the behavior
of the cell.

In the cell, proteins are not only the product of genes but can also interact
with the DNA and a�ect which genes are expressed and which are not. In�u-
encing the expression of a gene in�uences the concentration of proteins which
in turn, can a�ect the expression of genes etc. This e�ect can be captured in a
network structure in which genes regulate each other through their products [4].
Figure 1.1 illustrates a simpli�ed example of such a network otherwise known
as a gene regulatory network. Understanding these gene regulatory networks
gives us insight into how the cell works and they can for example be used to
determine which proteins to target in disease therapies.

1.1.1 Research

For this analysis we will focus on a speci�c gene regulatory network, namely the
Hematopoietic gene regulatory network. The Hematopoietic gene regulatory
network represents a small subgroup of eleven genes and their interactions that
are thought to be involved in the di�erentiation of a stem cell to a blood cell
(additional information about Hematopoiesis in section 1.2). During di�eren-
tiation a stem cell becomes a more specialized cell that can perform a speci�c
function.
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(a) A model of gene regulation in the cell. Genes
are active or inhibited by interactions of gene
products (or proteins) with binding sites. Each
binding site has its own binding preference. In
this particular model all interactions are acti-
vating.

(b) Simpli�ed model of
the gene regulatory net-
work in �gure a. The
model illustrates the be-
havior of the genes and
their interactions.

Figure 1.1: A simpli�ed model of a gene regulatory network.
Gene regulation occurs when genes interact with each other via their products. These inter-

actions in�uence the expression of the interacting gene, either by activating or inhibiting this

gene.

Through the collection of data from previous research we were able to con-
struct the current Hematopoietic gene regulatory network topology. This struc-
ture is depicted in �gure 1.2 and accurately shows what happens in the cell.
There are however indicators that this structure is incomplete or partially in-
correct. In order to improve this topology of the Hematopoietic gene regulatory
network we will use an approach that incorporates an Evolutionary Algorithm1.
A priori knowledge of the network structure is incorporated in the Evolutionary
Algorithm to improve the results. The use of a priori knowledge to improve a
gene regulatory network has previously been successfully applied by Kimura et
al.[7].

Research question

Can an Evolutionary Algorithm improve a small binary gene regu-
latory network, given a priori knowledge of partial topology?

1.1.2 Input data

The Hematopoietic gene regulatory network consists of eleven genes and their
interactions. The way in which these eleven genes interact causes a stem cell to
di�erentiate to a type of blood cell. In order to gain insight into the Hematopoi-
etic gene regulatory network, microarray measurements are an integral part of
the analysis. Each microarray measurement represents concentrations of gene
products (or proteins) for each of the eleven Hematopoietic genes. When the

1An Arti�cial Intelligence approach that incorporates methods inspired by biological evo-
lution to e�ciently �nd a good solution to a problem.
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concentration of a protein produced by a particular gene is high, we can say that
for all intents and purposes the gene is active and its product is likely to in�uence
the expression of other genes. These protein concentrations therefore indirectly
tell us which genes are active and which are not. Using this information we can
discretize the concentration measurements to a binary value in which a gene is
either active (1) when the protein concentration is high or inhibited (0) when
the protein concentration is low. In our analysis, a single microarray contains
measurements for all eleven Hematopoietic genes. Microarray measurements are
collected for ten di�erent intermediate cell types during the stem cell to blood
cell di�erentiation.

The process of di�erentiation in which a stem cell forms into a blood cell is
not instant. During this process the cell goes through di�erent stages. At each
of these stages the cell is a di�erent intermediate cell type. The cell di�erenti-
ates from one intermediate cell type to the next until it reaches the �nal stage
at which it is fully di�erentiated to for example a red blood cell. This process is
visualized in �gure 1.3. At each of these intermediate cell types the concentra-
tions stabilize towards what is called a steady state, in which the concentrations
of proteins are in balance and the cell remains stable. In every intermediate cell
type di�erent genes of the Hematopoietic gene regulatory network are active
and inhibited. The cell di�erentiates by varying which genes are active and
which are not. This way the cell can perform the sub-tasks that are needed
to complete the process of di�erentiation. Due to the fact that only parts of
the Hematopoietic gene regulatory network are active in each intermediate cell
type, examining multiple intermediate cell types will provide more information
about the structure of the whole network. Since each microarray measurement
is made when the cell is in a di�erent intermediate cell type, therefore for each
measurement the cell is in a di�erent steady state.

For this project microarray measurement data of ten di�erent intermediate
cell types (or steady states) that occur during the process of Hematopoiesis
are used in the Evolutionary Algorithm. We will also incorporate the current
consensus of the Hematopoietic gene regulatory network topology (�g. 1.2) in
the Evolutionary Algorithm. Since this network is constructed based on data
from prior research we can use this structure to integrate previously attained
knowledge into the algorithm.

1.2 The Hematopoietic gene regulatory network

Hematopoiesis is a particular kind of cellular di�erentiation in which a stem cell
converges to a blood cell, as depicted in �gure 1.3. In a multicellular organism,
stem cells di�erentiate to more specialized cells to perform di�erent functions.
A stem cell contains the same DNA with the same genes as any other cell. As
with every cell its behavior is determined by the genes that are active and those
that are not. The Hematopoietic gene regulatory network contains eleven genes
and their interactions. A Hematopoietic stem cell can di�erentiate to any kind
of blood cell, from a red blood cell to a white blood cell. The di�erentiation of
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Figure 1.2: A model of the Hematopoietic gene regulatory network.
In this model each gene is represented by an oval containing a gene symbol. Genes can interact

with each other via the proteins they encode. These gene-gene interactions are visualized with

connections containing intermediary stages called transitions, in which protein complexes

can be formed. An interaction can either inhibit or activate the expression of a gene thus

in�uencing its expression pattern. Therefore the gene regulatory model visualizes expression

patterns of the genes involved in the Hematopoietic process.
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a Hematopoietic stem cell is determined by which of the eleven Hematopoietic
genes are active and inhibited.

By activating and deactivating di�erent genes a stem cell di�erentiates from
one intermediate cell type to the next until it reaches the �nal stage at which
it is fully di�erentiated to a speci�c cell type. At every stage during the dif-
ferentiation process the cell restabilizes to what is called a steady state, where
all protein concentrations are in balance. The presence of signals that disturb
the concentration balance can cause the cell to activate a di�erent set of genes
than those that are currently active. This makes the cell switch from one steady
state to another, making it di�erentiate from one cell type to the next.

Figure 1.3: Hematopoiesis is the process with which a stem cell di�erentiates to
a blood cell.
A Hematopoietic stem cell is a multipotential cell and can di�erentiate to a diverse range of

di�erent types of blood cells. The process of di�erentiation is not instant. During this process

the stem cell goes through di�erent intermediate cell types in which the cell restabilizes to a

steady state in which all protein concentrations are in balance. This graph displays a simpli�ed

version of the di�erentiation process, in reality there are many more intermediate cell types.

1.3 Steady state analysis

When we examine the Hematopoietic gene regulatory network at a particular
moment in time we can say that the network as a whole is in a certain state. A
single state represents a concentration value for each of the eleven Hematopoietic
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Figure 1.4: A state as it is represented in the state space.
Each state is a series of eleven ones and zeros indicating for each of the eleven Hematopoietic

genes whether it is inhibited (0) or active (1).

gene products (or proteins). Each steady state consists of one or more states
the gene regulatory network can be in. The cell is stable because once it is in
a steady state it can only cycle between the states that are part of the steady
state. In order to distinguish one state from the other it is necessary to discretize
the protein concentration values. In our case each protein concentration is
discretized to one of two values, with which the gene is either active (1) when
the protein concentration is high or inhibited (0) when the protein concentration
is low. The cut-o� value used to distinguish between these two discretization
steps is based on the biological expertise of the IBIVU group.

Each state contains a discretized value for each of the eleven Hematopoietic
genes. Thus a single state is represented by a bit-string of eleven ones and
zeros, as depicted in �gure 1.4. Using only two discretization steps greatly
simpli�es the complexity of the problem and reduces the amount of states the
gene regulatory network can be in to a total of 2^11=2048 unique states.

When the gene regulatory network is in a particular state some genes are
active and some are not. The products of genes (proteins) in the Hematopoietic
gene regulatory network can interact with the DNA and can in turn in�uence
the activation and inhibition of the genes in the network. Therefore, when a
particular set of genes are active it is possible to predict which genes will be
activated in the next state. Using this information we can create a graph called
a state space that consists of all 2048 states and their transitions. An example
of a small state space can be found in �gure 1.5ca. Because the structure of
the gene regulatory network determines which genes in�uence each other, this
structure also determines the structure of the state space. The state space
therefore re�ects the constraints of the gene regulatory network.

Using the state space we can examine the di�erent states the gene regulatory
network can be in and the transitions between these states. The structure of the
state space reveals certain properties of the gene regulatory network. Particular
structures in the state space reveal the steady states of the gene regulatory
network. A steady state has a structure in the state space called a terminal
strongly connected component (TSCC). This is a set of one or more states from
which there is a path to every other state, called a strongly connected component
(�g. 1.5cb). When a strongly connected component does not have any outgoing
edges it is terminal. An example of a terminally strongly connected component
in a small state space is depicted in �gure 1.5cc.

This type of structure causes the cell to behave in a certain manner. Once
the cell reaches one of the states in a steady state the cell can only cycle between
states in this same steady state. For this reason the states of the steady state
are also called attractor states and each steady state is a di�erent mode of
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behavior the cell can be in. When the cell is in a steady state its protein
concentrations stabilize and oscillate between the values of the states in the
steady state. The cell cannot get out of the steady state until a signal disturbs
the protein concentrations in such a way that the cell reaches a state outside of
the steady state. From there it is possible to reach another steady state.

(a) A small state space graph. Each
node in the state space represents a
state the gene regulatory network can
be in. In each state di�erent genes are
inhibited and activated, as illustrated
in �gure 1.4. Because the genes in
the gene regulatory network in�uence
each others expression, it is possible to
switch from one state in the state space
to the next as a result of the struc-
ture of the gene regulatory network and
the activated and inhibited genes of the
previous state.

(b) The strongly connected components in
the state space. Nodes in the state space
form a strongly connected component when
it is possible to get from each node in the
component to any other node in the same
component. This state space contains three
strongly connected components.

(c) A terminally strongly connected compo-
nent (TSCC). A component is terminal when
it is not possible to leave the component once
a state in the component has been reached.
The states in a TSCC are attractor states.
In this state space only the component that
contains node G and H is terminal.

Figure 1.5: A state space graph.

The terminal strongly connected components in the state space represent
the di�erent cell types the gene regulatory network can switch to. Since each of
the ten microarray measurements we use is from a di�erent (intermediate) cell
type during the di�erentiation process we know that each of these measurements
should be in a steady state in the state space. Each measurement should also
be in a di�erent steady state; if not, it would be possible to get from one cell
type to the other within a single steady state thereby making it the same steady
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state and thus the same cell type.
The state space analysis helps us determine whether the structure of the gene

regulatory network matches the microarray measurements. This is one of the
key aspects of our method and is incorporated in the Evolutionary Algorithm.

1.4 Related work

The use of an Evolutionary Algorithm to improve a gene regulatory network
has previously been adopted by other research projects. What sets this projects
apart from others is the speci�c way in which the Evolutionary Algorithm is
implemented. We combine certain aspects of previously successful projects and
add the state space analysis as an innovative new aspect to our research.

Many of the current methods used to improve a gene regulatory network
have resulted from the DREAM project [11]. This conference organizes a com-
petition to predict a synthetic gene regulatory network that is only known by
the organizers. With this they have gained great insight into the e�ectiveness of
di�erent kinds of approaches. The best predictions for the DREAM project are
made using a combination of methods instead of just a single method. Gener-
ally speaking success seems more related to the details of implementation rather
than the choice of general methodology [8]. For this conference an Evolutionary
Algorithm using state space analysis has yet to be tested but since it uses a
combination of several methods it could result in new discoveries.

That a binary state space like ours behaves in a similar fashion as these
interactions do in the cell, has been shown by Kau�man et al. By constructing
random binary gene regulatory networks and analyzing the state space, Kau�-
man found new insights into the state space of gene regulatory networks. He
found that even the state space of a randomly generated gene regulatory net-
work contains steady states and that the amount of steady states a random gene
regulatory network can be in is dependent on the size of the network. With a
larger gene regulatory network resulting in more steady states. When creating a
random gene regulatory network the amount of steady states accurately predicts
the number of steady states (or cell-types) of an organism with a gene regulatory
network of a similar size. The behavior of the random gene regulatory network
is also similar to that of a gene regulatory network in a cell. A cell remains
in the same steady state until a signal disturbs the balance of the protein con-
centrations such that a state is reached outside of the steady state, making it
possible to switch the mode of behavior of the cell to that of a di�erent steady
state. This behavior is also exhibited by a random gene regulatory network in
which the introduction of noise, by changing the binary value of a single gene
for one iteration, results in the quick return to the previous or a di�erent steady
state cycle. The work of Kau�man demonstrates that a binary gene regulatory
network can be used as a simpli�ed yet accurate model of a real gene regulatory
network [5, 6]. The use of this modeling technique should therefore enable us
to �nd a useful solution.

An important aspect of our methodology lies in the incorporation of a priori
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knowledge of the structure of the Hematopoietic gene regulatory network into
the Evolutionary Algorithm. Data from previous research is combined to create
a Hematopoietic gene regulatory network that concurs with the current con-
sensus about the interactions that take place. This consensus gene regulatory
network can be used to compare to the improved network that result from our
method. Since we know that the consensus gene regulatory network isn't far
from the truth, the best result is likely similar to this network with some slight
changes. Using the consensus network incorporates conclusions from previous
research to help us �nd a network that is consistent with this data and thus is
more likely to be correct. This type of method has previously proven to increase
the probability of inferring the correct synthetic network by Kimura et al.[7].
Details about this aspect of our methodology can be found in section 2.3.2.1.

Another key aspect of our method is the use of state space analysis to �nd
the steady states of the gene regulatory network. Research by Cha�ka et al.
indicates that the use of state space analysis is a useful application [1]. The
method used by Cha�ka however, is slightly di�erent from ours since it does
not use an Evolutionary Algorithm or microarray data. Combining all three of
these aspects could result in new topological improvements.

State space analysis focuses on the behavior of the gene regulatory network
instead of the concentration dynamics over time. The research done by Noman
et al. demonstrates that using a method that concentrates on time dynamics
will fail to produce the correct topological network structure [9].

Reverse engineering a synthetic network has been researched on numerous
occasions [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. We know that a synthetic network can provide insight
into which methods are appropriate to use for reverse engineering a real network.
However, there seems to be a gap between the results attained in silico and the
results attained in a real cell, even when there is great focus on the resemblance
of the synthetic network to a gene regulatory network of a real cell [9]. Reverse
engineering a synthetic network is only useful if the same method can be applied
to a cellular gene regulatory network. Therefore our focus is not on improving
a synthetic network but lies on developing a method that works for a gene
regulatory network in a real cell, speci�cally the Hematopoietic gene regulatory
network.
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Chapter 2

Method

2.1 Key aspects

The method we will be using to �nd a Hematopoietic gene regulatory network
that �ts our microarray measurements has four key aspects. These aspects
represent the key di�erences between this approach and previously conducted
research.

2.1.1 The use of two modeling techniques

The �rst key aspect is related to the modeling of the network. The structure of
the Hematopoietic gene regulatory network is modeled using Petri nets. This
modeling method is frequently used for binary networks like ours and it's a useful
way to model complex networks in a comprehensive manner. The Petri net as
used in our implementation consists of genes depicted by circles, transitions
depicted by squares and interactions depicted by arcs. Interactions can either
be inhibiting or activating. A simple Petri net is displayed in �gure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: An example of a simple Petri net.
In this Petri net the products of gene 1 and 2 form a protein-complex that activates the

expression of gene 3.

We use two possible approaches to model the gene regulatory network with
a Petri net. We will experiment with both approaches to determine which
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approach shows the most favorable results. As we will discuss the main di�erence
between these two approaches lies in the location of the inhibitory interactions.

With the current manner in which the Petri net is applied requires inhibi-
tion interactions to be placed between the transitions (squares) and the genes
(circles), as illustrated in �gure 2.2a. All interactions between the genes and the
transitions are activating. This creates Petri nets in which inhibition prevents a
gene from activating. Inhibition therefore occurs at a gene level. This produces
an adverse e�ect when it is used for this particular type of problem. When
examining the behavior of this Petri net more carefully it becomes evident that
it does not behave the way a biological system would.

In the cell each gene can have several binding sites that, when they are
bound, cause the gene to be expressed. Every binding site can have a binding-
preference1 for di�erent proteins or protein-complexes. Inhibitory proteins bind
to a binding site making it impossible or more di�cult for other proteins to
bind to that particular binding site. An inhibitory gene doesn't directly inhibit
the expression of a gene but inhibits the use of one or more binding sites.
Since each binding site can have di�erent binding-preferences, the inhibition of
one binding site does not necessarily mean the inhibition of all binding sites
and therefore the inhibition of the gene. With this in mind, a second Petri net
representation was created in which inhibition takes place at an interaction level.
In this representation inhibiting interactions can be placed between genes and
transitions, like in �gure 2.2b. Inhibition therefore prevents a single interaction
from activating. A gene is inhibited when all interactions for that gene are
inhibited, creating a more biologically inspired type of behavior.

(a) An example of a simple Petri net
in representation 1. In this represen-
tation genes are inhibited.

(b) An example of a simple Petri net
in representation 2. In this represen-
tation interactions are inhibited.

Figure 2.2: Di�erence between the two representations of the gene regulatory
network.

The fundamental di�erence between the two Petri net representations is the
location where the inhibitory interactions are placed. Moving the location of the
inhibitory interactions seems like a minor change but greatly a�ects the possible
behavior of the network.

Each binding site in the cell can be activated or deactivated by di�erent
proteins or protein-complexes. In the second representation a single transition

1The binding-preference of a binding site indicates which proteins can bind to that partic-
ular binding site.
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signi�es one of these interactions with the binding site. Therefore, the amount
of transitions in this representation is not equivalent to the amount of binding
sites in the cell but to the possible combinations of proteins by which a binding
site can be activated or deactivated.

This new representation makes it possible to inhibit some but not all interac-
tions that cause the expression of a particular gene. The second representation
can therefore model behavior that cannot be modeled with the �rst representa-
tion, thus expanding the solution-space. All behavior of the �rst representation
however, can be modeled using the second representation. Since we are using
two di�erent representations we need to model the current consensus of the
Hematopoietic gene regulatory network to both representations without chang-
ing its behavior in order to be able to compare it to our results. Converting
the current consensus of the Hematopoietic gene regulatory network from one
representation to the other can be achieved by using formal logic. An example
of such a conversion is displayed in algorithm 2.1 and 2.2. These calculations
represent the networks displayed in �gure 2.3 and �gure 2.4. By removing the
parentheses from the formula of the �rst representation we can infer the formula
for the second representation.

(a) A small gene regulatory network
represented using representation 1.
In this representation genes are in-
hibited.

(b) The same gene regulatory network
represented in representation 2. In this
representation interactions are inhib-
ited.

Figure 2.3: A small gene regulatory network modeled using representation 1
and representation 2. Both networks result in the same behavior, the only di�erence is

the representation.
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Algorithm 2.1 Formal logic to switch between representation 1
and representation 2. The algorithms in both representations have the same

meaning, the only di�erence is the notation.

Representation 1 (�g. 2.3a):
Erg is expressed if Runx1 is expressed and either Eto2 or Scl or both are not expressed.

Runx1 Λ (¬Eto2 V ¬SCL) � Erg

Representation 2 (�g. 2.3b):
Changing the formal logic from one representation to the other is a matter of removing

the parenthesis.

Runx1 Λ ¬Eto2 V Runx1 Λ ¬SCL � Erg

(a) A small gene regulatory
network modeled using repre-
sentation 1. In this represen-
tation genes are inhibited.

(b) Phase between representa-
tion 1 and 2.

(c) The same gene reg-
ulatory network modeled
in representation 2. In
this representation inter-
actions are inhibited.

Figure 2.4: A small gene regulatory network modeled using representation 1
and representation 2. Both networks result in the same behavior, the only di�erence is

the representation.

Algorithm 2.2 Formal logic to switch between representation 1
and representation 2. The algorithms in both representations have the same

meaning, the only di�erence is the notation.

Representation 1 (�g. 2.4a):
Runx1 is expressed if Runx1 is expressed and either Runx1 or Smad6 or both are not

expressed.

Runx1 Λ (¬Runx1 V ¬Smad6) � Runx1

Representation 2 (�g. 2.4b and 2.4c):
Changing the formal logic from one representation to the other is a matter of removing

the parenthesis.

Runx1 Λ ¬Runx1 V Runx1 Λ ¬Smad6 � Runx1

Runx1 Λ ¬Smad6 � Runx1
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(a) The Hematopoietic gene regulatory net-
work modeled in representation 1. This rep-
resentation incorporates inhibition at a gene
level.

(b) The same Hematopoietic gene regulatory
network modeled in representation 2. This rep-
resentation incorporates inhibition at an inter-
action level.

Figure 2.5: Two Petri net graphs of the Hematopoietic gene regulatory network
that use two di�erent representations but have the same behavior.

Since it is possible to switch from one representation to the other without
changing the behavior of the gene regulatory network, both representations can
be used to model the current consensus of the Hematopoietic gene regulatory
network. Using formal logic it is possible to create two Petri net representations
of the network without modifying any of the expression behavior. The two
Hematopoietic gene regulatory networks are displayed in �gure 2.5. Both rep-
resentations are used in this method in order to determine which representation
produces the most desirable results.

2.1.2 A multiobjective �tness measure

For this approach a desirable result should have a high �tness value. The Evolu-
tionary Algorithm uses the �tness value as a measure of how �good� a solution is.
If the �tness value is incorrect a better solution could be wrongfully discarded.
The manner is which the �tness is calculated is therefore crucial to the success
of the algorithm.

One of the properties of a desirable solution is that the gene regulatory
network should produce a state space in which more of the microarray mea-
surements are in di�erent terminal strongly connected components. Since each
microarray measurement is made in a di�erent cell type, a solution that more
closely resembles what happens in the cell would have a state space that exhibits
more measurements in steady states. Another property of a better solution is
that it should clash as little as possible with results from previous research.
Since we know that the current consensus of the Hematopoietic gene regulatory
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network topology is based on years of research and approaches what happens
in reality, the solution should resemble it as much as possible. A solution that
is very di�erent from this network is not likely to behave the way the gene
regulatory network would in the cell.

In order to optimize both these desirables, a single �tness with two objectives
is used. This multiobjective �tness function contains two �tness values, both of
which are optimized. For this approach the following two objectives are used;

1. Steady state objective; The �rst objective represents the amount of mi-
croarray measurements in unique terminal strongly connected components
in the state space. It also incorporates how close the measurements are to
being in a TSCC. This way the Evolutionary Algorithm can improve the
quality of the network in small steps. Since we have ten microarray mea-
surements, this �tness value has a maximum of ten. The precise details
of this objective are explained in section 2.3.2.1.

2. Similarity objective; The second objective is the similarity to the cur-
rent consensus of the Hematopoietic gene regulatory network. The more
similar to the consensus network a solution is, the higher the �tness value.
This objective also has a maximum of ten. How the similarity objective
is calculated is discussed in section 2.3.2.2.

For this particular problem the second of the two objectives is the main focus.
This, because biological relevance is an important aspect of the result and in
the state space of the current consensus of the Hematopoietic gene regulatory
network only one of the ten microarray measurements is in a terminal strongly
connected component. Therefore, we expect the most desirable solutions to be
much closer to the optimum of the second objective than the �rst.

2.1.3 A cut-o� value in the Pareto-front

Having multiple objectives changes the �tness measure such that there is no
longer a single solution with the highest �tness value. Instead there are multiple
solutions that each have a combination of �tness objectives that is in some way
better than the other solutions and could each be the best solution. The set of
best solutions is called a Pareto front. As �gure 2.6 illustrates, a solution X is in
the Pareto front when there are no other solutions of which the �tness objectives
are either equal to or greater than the corresponding �tness objectives of X with
at least one objective greater than the �tness of X. Each solution in the Pareto
front is good in its own right. The single best solution in the Pareto front is
chosen based on the certain desired properties.
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Figure 2.6: An example of a Pareto front.
The Pareto front is used to �nd the best solutions when there is more than one objective

that determines the �tness of an individual. A solution X is in the Pareto front when there

is no solution Y such that the two �tness objectives are either equal to or greater than the

corresponding �tness objectives of X with at least one objective greater in Y. Each solution

in the Pareto front could be the best solution for the problem.

Since the current consensus of the Hematopoietic gene regulatory network is
created based on a priori knowledge of the network topology and we know that
this consensus network isn't far from the truth, the best result is likely similar
to this network with some slight changes. For this reason we expect the most
desirable solutions to be closer to the optimum of the second objective. We also
know that in the current consensus network a single measurement is in a steady
state. An solution that is an improvement to the consensus network would
therefore need to have more than one measurement in a steady state. Thus we
would like to select the solutions from the Pareto front that have a high value
for the similarity objective and a �tness of two or more for the steady state
objective. See section 2.3.2 for additional information about these two �tness
objectives.

The Evolutionary Algorithm evolves the gene regulatory network during
a number of iterations. Each iteration the best solutions are selected. The
algorithm will remember these gene regulatory networks and will apply small
changes to them in order to create new solutions that might be better. Since
we would like the similarity objective to be as high as possible the value of the
steady state objective is of less importance during the evolution process. As
long as this value is greater than two it is an improvement to the consensus
Hematopoietic gene regulatory network.

In order to steer the focus of the algorithm towards optimizing the similarity
objective, a cut-o� value for the steady state objective is introduced. This way,
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the solutions that have a high value for the similarity objective will be used to
create the next generation of solutions. Applying this cut-o� value changes the
results such that the �rst objective of most solutions will lie around the cut-o�
value. At the �nal iteration of each run the real �tness values are calculated
without a cut-o�. A solution can therefore have a �tness that is larger than
the cut-o�. During experimentation the value for this cut-o� value is varied.
This will allow us to explore the solution-space and to determine whether or not
having a cut-o� value improves the results.

2.1.4 Incorporating measurement data in the state space

The steady state �tness objective is a measure of the amount of microarray
measurements that are in unique terminal strongly connected components in the
state space. In order to calculate whether a measurement is in a steady state,
the measurements need to have a location in the state space. The microarray
measurements are possible protein concentrations of the Hematopoietic genes
when the network is in a particular steady state. A measurement thus represents
a single state of the gene regulatory network and can therefore be interpreted
as a state in the state space. The most straightforward method to incorporate
measurements into the state space is to discretize the measurement data to a
bit-string of eleven ones and zeros, as depicted in �gure 1.4. This makes each
measurement a single unique state in the state space that can be either in a
terminal strongly connected component or not.

When considering the fact that a steady state can consist of multiple states
in the state space and we have a single measurement for each steady state which
could also be a transition phase from one state to the next, a slightly more com-
plicated method seems more appropriate. The raw microarray measurement
data is not a bit-string of ones and zeros but a series of values that represent
an average protein concentration measurement of the cell in a particular steady
state. Instead of considering these values as either an active or inhibited con-
centration value we can view them as an average value of the steady state which
can consist of multiple states. Because the measurement values have a di�erent
range than the states in the state space, which are Boolean, we �rst normalize
them to values between one and zero. Then they can be compared to the aver-
age of the states in each component in the state space. Since this method has
greater tolerance for steady states that consist of multiple states we expect this
method to achieve better results. An overview of these two methods is given in
table 2.1.
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Number Adjustments to data Method

1 Measurement data is
discretized to a bit-string
of eleven ones and zeros as

in �gure 1.4

Find the single unique state in the state
space that is equal to this bit-string

2 Measurement data is
normalized to a value
between one and zero

Find the component in the state space
that best matches these values by

calculating the average value of all the
states in each component.

Table 2.1: Two methods for incorporating measurement data in the state space.
In order to determine whether a measurement is in a terminal strongly connected component

in the state space we need a method to incorporate the measurement data in the state space.

The �rst method interprets a measurement as a single network state and the second method

sees a measurement as a component in the state space.

2.2 Experimental setup

In order to determine whether or not results improve when a particular method
is applied we need to design an experiment from which we can draw clear con-
clusions.

2.2.1 Variables

In every experiment there are three di�erent kinds of variables; namely the
experimental variables, response variables and control variables. The experi-
mental variables or independent variables we can control and vary during the
experiment. The researcher can purposely change these variables in the hope of
altering the outcome.

We will be using four experimental variables which are further explained
in table 2.2. During experimentation these variables can have two or three
values. All di�erent combinations of values for each experimental variable is
experimented with in order to determine their in�uence on the results and on
each other. The values these experimental variables can have are displayed in
table 2.5.
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Variable Explanation

Representation The representation is the type of Petri net modeling
method used to create the gene regulatory
networks. In the �rst representation inhibition
takes place at a gene level and in the second it
takes place at an interaction level. See section 2.1.1
for details about these modeling methods.

Measurement �nding in
state space

This experimental variable represents the type of
method used to �nd the measurement data in the
state space. The �rst method is to de�ne
measurements as bit-strings that are each a unique
state in the state space. For the second method the
measurements are normalized to a value between
one and zero. These normalized values are then
compared to the average state of each component in
the state space. See section 2.1.4 for further
information.

Initialization The individuals in the Evolutionary Algorithm can
either be initialized randomly or using the current
consensus of the Hematopoietic gene regulatory
network.

Fitness cut-o� The value at which the steady state �tness objective
is cut-o�. See section 2.1.3 for further information.

Table 2.2: The experimental variables that are varied during the experiment
and are controlled by the researcher.
The di�erent values of the experimental variables can be found in table 2.5.

The response or dependent variables show the e�ects of the experimental
variables. For this experiment the multiobjective �tness is our response variable.
The values of the two �tness objectives indicate how good a result is and are the
e�ect of combining certain values of experimental variables. The most desirable
response variable is one in which both �tness values are approaching a value of
ten.

The control variables remain unchanged during experimentation and there-
fore in�uence the results in the same way in each experiment. These variables
are less important for our experiment and keeping them constant will prevent
them from e�ecting the outcome of the experiment and will enable us to solely
measure the e�ects of the experimental variables. Table 2.3 and 2.4 contain the
control variables and the values to which they are set for our experiments. The
control variables in table 2.3 have predetermined values we have de�ned these
to the best of our abilities. The control variables in table 2.4 are the result of
tuning with tuning software called Bonesa. The reason we have not chosen to
tune all variables with the tuning software is because of the amount of variables
and the time limits for this project.
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Variable Name Value Explanation

Number of generations C1 200 The number of iterations the
Evolutionary Algorithm is applied.

Population size C2 200 The number of individuals for each
generation in the Evolutionary Algorithm.

Maximal score per
TSCC

C3 1 Maximal score added to the total score for
each TSCC that contains a measurement.

Maximal Hamming
distance

C4 8 The maximal Hamming distance between
two states.

Incorrect component
size penalty

C5 0.1 Penalty used when a TSCC contains a
measurement but is not the right size.
The two parameters above are used to
determine the correct size.

Minimal component
size

C6 1 Minimal size of a TSCC.

Maximal component
size

C7 50 Maximal size of a TSCC.

Multiple
measurements in
TSCC penalty

C8 0.1 Penalty used when there are more than
one measurement in a TSCC.

Empty TSCC penalty C9 0.1 Penalty used for each TSCC that does
not contain a measurement.

Incorrect binding site
interaction type
penalty

C10 0.3 Penalty added to the total distance score
between two binding sites for each
incorrect binding site interaction type
(inhibitor or activator).

Incorrect binding
sub-site interaction
type penalty

C11 0.5 Similar to the previous variable except
this one is applied to binding sub-sites.

Additional sub-site
penalty

C12 0.2 Penalty added to the total distance score
between two binding sites for the
di�erence in the amount of binding
sub-sites.

Table 2.3: The control variables that remain unchanged during all experimen-
tation.
These variables are less important for our experiment and keeping them constant will prevent

them from e�ecting the outcome of the experiment. The values of these variables we have

de�ned ourselves.
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Variable Value
repr. 1

Value
repr. 2

Explanation

Tournament Size 12 6 A variable used during the selection
process that determines how many
individuals participate in each
tournament.

Recombination
probability

0.099 0.052 The probability that an individual
is recombined with another in order
to produce o�spring that is a
combination of the two.

Mutation probability
binding site deletion

0.002 0.001 The probability that a binding site
will be deleted. Half this value is
the probability that a binding site
is inserted or duplicated.

Mutation probability
binding sub-site
deletion

0.004 0.02 The probability that a binding
sub-site will be deleted. Half this
value is the probability that a
binding sub-site is inserted or
duplicated.

Mutation probability
binding site
interaction-type
mutation

0.013 Not used The probability that the
interaction-type (inhibition or
activation) of a binding site will be
changed to the opposing type. This
mutation is only used in the �rst
representation of the genome in
which inhibition takes place on a
gene level.

Mutation probability
binding sub-site
interaction-type
mutation

Not used 0.049 The probability that the
interaction-type (inhibition or
activation) of a binding sub-site
will be changed to the opposing
type. This mutation is only used in
the second representation of the
genome in which inhibition takes
place on an interaction level.

Mutation probability
binding sub-site
preference

0.012 0.025 The probability that the binding
preference (which protein it can
bind with) of a binding sub-site will
be changed to a random protein.
The gene the binding site in�uences
is determined by its location on the
genome.

Table 2.4: The control variables that have �rst been tuned using Bonesa.
After tuning these variables are kept constant during experimentation.
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2.2.2 Bonesa

Certain control variables have been tuned using tuning software called Bonesa.
This software e�ciently searches the solution space for variable settings that
results in solutions with a high �tness value. It was designed by A.E. Eiben
speci�cally for tuning variables in an Evolutionary Algorithm. Using this kind
of software helps us de�ne a value for each control variable, yet minimizes any
negative e�ects of the values of the control variables on the results. The �tness
of the gene regulatory networks found with this method are therefore minimally
in�uenced by the values of the control variables.

2.2.3 Design

The four experimental variables we de�ned in table 2.2 are varied during experi-
mentation. We therefore have a factorial design with four factors. The di�erent
values these experimental variables can have are displayed in table 2.5. For each
experiment every experimental variables can have only one value.

Factor
(experimental

variable)

Abbreviation Value 1 Value 2 Value 3

Representation A Gene
inhibited

Interaction
inhibited

-

Measurement
�nding in
state space

B Measurement
is a state

Measurement
is a

component

-

Initialization C Random Consensus
network

-

Fitness cut-o� D 2 3 10 (no
cut-o�)

Table 2.5: Factorial design factors.
The factors in our factorial design are four experimental variables that can have two or three

values. They are each given an abbreviation that is used to de�ne treatment combinations in

table 2.6.

Three of the four experimental variables can have two possible values and
one has three possible values, making this a 23* 3 factorial design. When com-
bining the possible values of all four experimental variables there are a total
of 24 di�erent treatment combinations. These treatment combinations are dis-
played in table 2.6. Experiments are executed using each of these settings in
the Evolutionary Algorithm. The performance of each experimental setting is
measured by examining the response variable (or multiobjective �tness) during
several runs.
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Treatment combination
Value for experimental variable
A B C D

1111 1 1 1 1
1112 1 1 1 2
1113 1 1 1 3
1121 1 1 2 1
1122 1 1 2 2
1123 1 1 2 3
1211 1 2 1 1
1212 1 2 1 2
1213 1 2 1 3
1221 1 2 2 1
1222 1 2 2 2
1223 1 2 2 3
2111 2 1 1 1
2112 2 1 1 2
2113 2 1 1 3
2121 2 1 2 1
2122 2 1 2 2
2123 2 1 2 3
2211 2 2 1 1
2212 2 2 1 2
2213 2 2 1 3
2221 2 2 2 1
2222 2 2 2 2
2223 2 2 2 3

Table 2.6: Factorial design treatment combinations.
There are 24 di�erent treatment combinations when we combine the possible values of our

experimental variables. Only the �tness cut-o� can have three di�erent possible values, the

other experimental variables can have one of two possible values. Each experimental variable

has its own abbreviation; A is the representation, B is the measurement �nding the the state

space, C is the initialization and D is the �tness cut-o�.
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2.3 Evolutionary Algorithm

For this project an Evolutionary Algorithm is used to �nd the best solution. An
Evolutionary Algorithm is a method to �nd a solution to a problem that mimics
biological evolution in software in order to e�ciently search the solution-space.
This type of method is usually applied to NP-hard problems; otherwise prob-
lems for which the optimum solution cannot be calculated. An Evolutionary
Algorithm applies ideas like mutation, recombination and selection to individ-
uals so that over a number of generations they can change towards a better
individual. An individual is a solution to the problem, which in our case is
a con�guration of the gene regulatory network topology. Each generation is
an iteration of the Evolutionary Algorithm. For each generation a number of
individuals are selected to produce the next generation by recombining and mu-
tating these selected individuals. Then the individuals that survive the next
generation are selected. These individuals make it to the next iteration of the
Evolutionary Algorithm. A general scheme of the Evolutionary Algorithm used
for this problem is displayed in algorithm 2.3.

Algorithm 2.3 The simpli�ed process of the Evolutionary Algorithm used to
solve this problem. This process is in pseudo code.

BEGIN
INITIALIZE (either random or using current consensus network)
EVALUATE (determine �tness of individuals)
REPEAT (for 200 generations)
{
SELECT PARENTS
RECOMBINE (combine two parent individuals to make new individual)
MUTATE (make small changes to individuals)
EVALUATE (determine �tness of individuals)
SELECT NEXT GENERATION

}
END

The Evolutionary Algorithm used in this project is implemented with NSGA-
II. This is considered a standard implementation of an Evolutionary Algorithm
and is well-known and widely used. NSGA-II contains all standard components
of an Evolutionary Algorithm, such as initialization, mutation, recombination,
evaluation and selection procedures. It also contains premade elements with
which to create a representation for an individual. Using NSGA-II will minimize
the occurrence of programming errors and will focus our e�orts on the speci�cs
for this problem instead of on creating software to implement the Evolutionary
Algorithm.

The speci�c �avor of our Evolutionary Algorithm is a Genetic Algorithm.
The representation for this type of Evolutionary Algorithm consists of an array
of numbers or objects. Standard recombination and mutation operators have
been de�ned for this type of Evolutionary Algorithm. We have adjusted some
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of these standard procedures to �t our problem.

2.3.1 Evolutionary Algorithm representation

An individual in an Evolutionary Algorithm, like a biological individual, has
two types of representations; a phenotype and a genotype. The phenotype
being the organism's observable characteristics or traits and the genotype its
genetic composition. In our case the phenotype of each individual is a gene
regulatory network. The genotype describes what the gene regulatory network
looks like using an encoding that we can easily mutate, recombine and select.

The phenotype representation of each gene regulatory network in the Evo-
lutionary Algorithm is represented by a Petri net. It is basically a model of the
network of interactions between the Hematopoietic genes and is used to visualize
these interactions in a comprehensible manner, as depicted in �gure 2.7. This
Petri net is used in two distinctly di�erent ways, as described in section 2.1.1.

Figure 2.7: An example of a simple Petri net.

Both Petri net phenotype representations use the same basic genotype rep-
resentation in the Evolutionary Algorithm. This describes the shape of the gene
regulatory network in such a way that it can e�ciently be read and altered for
use within the Evolutionary Algorithm. The gene regulatory network is trans-
lated from a visual representation that is easily understood by humans to a
representation speci�cally designed to e�ciently be used by a computer. This
representation consists of an array of objects that are either genes or binding
sites and is based on a paper by Crombach and Hogeweg [3]. According to this
paper this speci�c representation results in network behavior that more closely
resembles the behavior of a gene regulatory network in the cell. The mutation
and recombination operations in the Evolutionary Algorithm are also similar to
mutation and recombination events in the cell. An illustrative example of this
genotype is depicted in �gure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of the genotype representation in the Evolutionary Al-
gorithm based on a paper by Crombach and Hogeweg [3].
Each individual has a genotype representation that is speci�cally designed to e�ciently be

used by a computer. This representation consists of an array of objects that are either bind-

ing sites or genes. The gene the binding site in�uences is determined by its location on the

genome. Like in the cell a binding site can be duplicated, deleted and its preference can be

changed as a result of mutation.

2.3.2 Fitness

The Evolutionary Algorithm also has to be able to evaluate each individual in
order to measure how �good� each individual solution is. For this, the Evo-
lutionary Algorithm uses a multiobjective �tness measure that has two �tness
objectives. The most preferable solution has a high �tness value for both ob-
jectives.

2.3.2.1 Steady state objective

The �rst �tness objective uses the protein concentration measurements of the
Hematopoietic cell when it has changed to a di�erent cell type. We know that
each steady state consists of the states the cell can be in when it has stabilized
to a speci�c cell type and each microarray measurement is unique for a di�erent
cell type. Therefore, in the most preferable solution each measurement is in a
di�erent steady state in the state space because then each measurement is a
di�erent cell type.

This �tness objective is used in order to incorporate a measure of this prop-
erty in the Evolutionary Algorithm and represents the amount of measurements
from di�erent cell types that are in di�erent steady states. It also contains a
measure of how close each measurement is to being in a steady state. In other
words this �tness objective represents the amount of measurements that are in
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or close to a di�erent terminally strongly connected component (TSCC) in the
state space. More information about steady states and TSCCs can be found in
section 1.3.

In order to calculate this �tness we �rst need to generate the state space
based on the topology of the gene regulatory network. Since the amount of genes
in the gene regulatory network is known (11) and a gene can either be active(1)
or inhibited(0), all possible states of the network can simply be generated by
combining all possible combinations of 0s and 1s in a bit-string of length eleven,
as in �gure 1.4. This gives us 2^11=2048 possible states the network can be in
at any time. Each bit-string represents a state the entire network can be in. In
this state some genes are active and some are not. Every state space contains
all 2048 states, the di�erence lies in the edges between the states.

In the state space two states are connected by a directed edge when it is
possible to get from one network state to the next by executing the interactions
of the activated genes in the current state. The directed edges in the state
space are thus created by the execution of the gene regulatory network from a
particular network state, as a result of the active genes in that state a di�erent
set of genes can be activated or inhibited in the next state.

Once we have the state space we can �nd the terminally strongly connected
components. This is done by �rst dividing the network into strongly connected
components and then determining which components are terminal. The strongly
connected components are found using Tarjan's algorithm [12]. Components are
then de�ned as terminal if they do not have any outgoing arcs.

Now that we know what the state space looks like and where the TSCCs are
we need to know where the measurements are in the state space. An explanation
of the two methods used to achieve this can be found in section 2.1.4. Once
we have determined which components contain a measurement we check if it is
a TSCC. For all measurements that are not found in a TSCC we calculate the
Hamming distance to the closest state that is in a TSCC. The penalties and
rewards used to calculate this �tness objective can be found in table 2.7.

Score Applied when

+C3 Measurement found in TSCC. Maximal �tness is
therefore 10 * C3.

+C3-((C3/C4)*Hamming
distance)

Hamming distance of a measurement to a TSCC.
Score doesn't drop below 0.

-C5 C6 >= Size of TSCC >= C7
-C8 Multiple measurements in the same TSCC
-C9 Empty TSCC

Table 2.7: Scoring scheme for objective 1.
This objective represents the amount of measurements from di�erent cell types that are in

di�erent steady states. A cellular steady state is a terminally strongly connected component

in the state space. Values for the variables can be found in table 2.3.
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2.3.2.2 Similarity objective

The second �tness objective is a measure of the similarity to the current con-
sensus of the Hematopoietic gene regulatory network. In other words, it utilizes
data from previous research to �nd a network that complies with this data as
much as possible. Since each genome contains the same genes, the distance
score is based on the di�erence between the binding sites. For each binding site
the closest resembling match is found and a distance is calculated. The scoring
scheme used for this �tness objective is illustrated in table 2.8

Score Applied when

+MAX Exact match is found
+MAX-(MAX*C10) Match found in which the binding site types

mismatch
+subMAX Exact binding sub-site match is found
+subMAX-
(subMAX*(C10 or
C11))

Match found in which a binding (sub-)site type
mismatches

+subMAX-(nr of
additional sub-sites *
C12)

Match contains additional or less binding sub-sites.
Score doesn't drop below 0.

Table 2.8: Scoring scheme objective 2.
This objective is a measure of the similarity to the current Hematopoietic gene regulatory

network.

MAX = 10 / total number of binding sites in both individual and Hematopoietic network.

subMAX = MAX / number of sub-sites in the binding site

Values for other variables can be found in table 2.3.

2.3.3 Mutation

Like in Darwinian evolution, Evolutionary Algorithms use mutation to randomly
alter individuals in the population. In an Evolutionary Algorithm the mutation
rate or probability determines how often a mutation takes place. Increasing the
mutation probability promotes variation in the population and thus decreases
the likelihood that the algorithm will get stuck in a local maximum of the
search-space. When the mutation probability is too large the algorithm starts
to resemble a randomized search. For this project the mutation probabilities are
kept constant during experimentation. The values of the mutation probabilities
have been determined with tuning software called Bonesa. More information
about Bonesa can be found in section 2.2.2.

The mutation step determines the size of the mutation. The mutations that
are applied to our genotype are given below ordered by the size of the mutation
step from large to small. The mutation step size is not based on the complexity
of the mutation-event in the DNA but on the complexity of the changes in the
gene regulatory network.
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Mutation events involve the genome of the individual. They are applied to
either a binding site or a sub-binding site. Genes are not mutated in order to
maintain their order. Some of the mutations given below are only applied when
a particular representation is used.

Binding site deletion For each binding site on the genome there is a proba-
bility Pa that it is deleted. In order to maintain a stable size for the genome the
duplication and insertion events are half as likely to occur as a deletion event.

Algorithm 2.4 Pseudo code for a binding site deletion.
When this mutation is executed the entire binding site is deleted including all sub-sites. This

makes the size of the genome of the individual in the Evolutionary Algorithm smaller by one.

For each(binding site){

with probability Pa{

remove entire binding site from the genome

}

}

Binding site duplication For each binding site on the genome there is a
probability 1/2 Pa that it is duplicated and inserted at a random location.

Binding site insertion For each binding site on the genome there is a proba-
bility 1/2 Pa that a new randomly generated binding site is inserted at a random
location on the genome.

Binding site type mutation For each binding site on the genome there is
a probability Pb that the interaction-type (inhibiting or activating) is mutated
to the opposing type. This mutation is only used in the �rst representation of
the genome in which inhibition takes place on a gene level.

Algorithm 2.5 Pseudo code to mutate the binding site interaction-type.
When this mutation is executed only the type of interaction (inhibiting or activating) of the

binding site is changed.

For each(binding site){

with probability Pb{

if(interaction-type==1){

binding site interaction-type=2

}

else{

binding site interaction-type=1

}

}

}
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Binding sub-site deletion For each binding sub-site in each binding site on
the genome there is a probability Pc that it is deleted.

Binding sub-site duplication For each binding sub-site in each binding site
on the genome there is a probability 1/2 Pc that it is duplicated and inserted
at a random location on the genome.

Algorithm 2.6 Pseudo code to duplicate the binding sub-site
When this mutation is executed a binding sub-site is duplicated and placed in a random

binding site. Since the amount of binding sites remains the same, the size of the genome of

the individual in the Evolutionary Algorithm also stays the same.

For each(binding site){

For each(binding sub-site){

with probability Pc*0.5{

subSiteDuplicate = duplicate the binding sub-site

bindingSite = randomly selected binding site

while(nr of binding sub-sites in bindingSite >= max){

bindingSite = randomly selected binding site

}

insert subSiteDuplicate in bindingSite

}

}

}

Binding sub-site insertion For each binding sub-site in each binding site
on the genome there is a probability 1/2 Pc that a new randomly generated
binding sub-site is inserted at a random location on the genome.

Binding sub-site preference mutation For each binding sub-site in each
binding site on the genome there is a probability Pd that its preference is mu-
tated to a random gene.
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Algorithm 2.7 Pseudo code to change the preference of a binding sub-site.
The preference of a binding sub-site determines what gene product (or protein) can bind

to that binding sub-site. When a protein binds to a binding sub-site it can in�uence the

expression of the gene that the binding site belongs to.

For each(binding site){

For each(binding sub-site){

with probability Pd{

gene = randomly select a gene

change preference to gene

}

}

}

Binding sub-site type mutation For each binding sub-site in each binding
site on the genome there is a probability Pe that the interaction-type (inhibiting
or activating) is mutated to the opposing type. This mutation is only used in
the second representation of the genome in which inhibition takes place on an
interaction level.

2.3.4 Recombination

In order to promote variation we will also apply recombination. When recom-
bining two individuals we would like the resulting individuals to contain all 11
Hematopoietic genes once. In order for recombination to result in correct indi-
viduals the order and amount of genes in the genome is preserved. This way we
are also able to e�ciently compare the genome of an individual to the genome
of the current consensus of the Hematopoietic gene regulatory network without
complicated algorithms. Recombination is in this case applied to the binding
sites but not to the genes.

A recombination algorithm was developed speci�cally for this problem in
order to cope with the varying lengths of the genomes due to deletions and
insertions of binding sites and apply recombination while preserving the gene
order. This algorithm randomly selects a gene number of one of the eleven
Hematopoietic genes, �nds the location of the gene in both individuals that
will be recombined, and splits the two genomes at this locations. The two
split genomes are then recombined to form two new individuals. Using this
algorithm, the binding sites are recombined while the genes are preserved. This
recombination method resembles the standard one-point crossover algorithm for
Genetic Algorithms. The only di�erence is that the genome of the individuals
cannot be split at every location, only at the location of one of the eleven
Hematopoietic genes. In order to determine the recombination rate we use
the tuning software Bonesa. More information about Bonesa can be found in
section 2.2.2.

In this case the Competing Conventions Problem does not occur because
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the genes in the network are a known set of eleven genes. The functionality of
the gene regulatory network is not only determined by its structure but because
we use real measurements it is also directly linked to the genes themselves.
The measurements used to determine the �tness of the network map directly
to the corresponding genes. When the interactions of two genes are switched,
the network simply becomes inconsistent with the measurements and will have
a low �tness. It will then likely not be selected for recombination or to survive
the next generation.

2.3.5 Selection

For this problem we use Tournament Selection for both the survivor and the par-
ent selection. This type of selection mechanism has a standard implementation
in NSGA-II. It is therefore relatively easy to implement. With this technique
the individuals that �survive� to the next generation and the individuals that
are selected to parent the next generation, are selected by randomly selecting
a few (the tournament size) individuals, comparing their �tness and selecting
the best. A smaller tournament size increases variation because it raises the
likelihood of being selected for a tournament together with a weaker individual.
A large tournament size resembles �tness selection over the whole population.
The tournament size is tuned using Bonesa. More information about Bonesa
can be found in section 2.2.2.
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Chapter 3

Results

During experimentation we have tried all 24 treatment combinations of the ex-
perimental variables as in table 2.5 and 2.6. The response variable indicates how
good a combination of experimental variables is, in this case this is the multi-
objective �tness produced by the Evolutionary Algorithm. We will examine the
gene regulatory networks that resulted from this e�ort more closely.

3.1 Best individuals

The current consensus of the Hematopoietic gene regulatory network contains
three terminally strongly connected components one of which contains a mi-
croarray measurement. Finding more than two measurements in a TSCC with
a high network similarity would be an improvement. The overall best indi-
vidual found has 2 TSCCs that contain a di�erent microarray measurement.
The topology of this network is shown in �gure 3.1a. This network is found
with representation 1 using measurement �nding method 1. Representation 1
uses a Petri net modeling method in which genes are inhibited, as explained
in section 2.1.1. The speci�c representation used determines the Hematopoi-
etic consensus network the Evolutionary Algorithm is initialized with and with
which the similarity �tness is calculated. With measurement �nding method
1 the microarray measurements are considered single states in the state space.
This means that the measurements are discretized to ones and zeros indicating
that a gene is either active when the protein concentration is high or inhibited
when the protein concentration is low. This way each measurement becomes
a bit-string of eleven ones and zeros and is equal to a single state in the state
space as described in section 2.1.4.
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(a) Best individual in representation 1. Value for
similarity �tness objective: 9.920

(b) Second best individual in representation 1.
Value for similarity �tness objective: 9.904

Figure 3.1: The two best individuals with representation 1 that have two mea-
surements in steady states.
If there are two measurements in steady states the steady state �tness objective has a value

of two or higher and less than three. The exact value is only relevant in the evolutionary

process and not for the result. The similarity �tness objective is a measure of how similar

these networks are to the current consensus of the Hematopoietic gene regulatory network in

this representation.

Representation 1 is a Petri net modeling method in which genes are inhibited.

The second overall best result is modeled with representation 2 using mea-
surement �nding method 1 and can be viewed in �gure 3.2a. Representation
2 uses a Petri net modeling method in which interactions are inhibited, as ex-
plained in section 2.1.1. Since this result is attained using a di�erent represen-
tation from the best individual it also uses a di�erent Hematopoietic consensus
network to initialize the Evolutionary Algorithm with and with which the sim-
ilarity �tness objective is calculated.

When comparing this result to the result from the �rst representation it is
evident that the meaning of the value of the similarity �tness objective di�ers
between the two representations. This is because it is dependent upon the
size of the genome of the individual in the Evolutionary Algorithm. When an
individual in the Evolutionary Algorithm has more binding sites a mutation to a
single binding site results in a smaller penalty to the similarity �tness objective.
This varying �tness penalty is something we would like to maintain due to the
fact that a mutation to a larger network has a smaller impact on the network
behavior. The larger network in representation 2 needs more mutations to
achieve the same change in behavior as in representation 1. This means that the
value of the similarity �tness objective can't be directly compared between the
two representations and should be considered separately for each representation.
Therefore we have separated the results per representation.
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When we disregard the value of the similarity �tness objective and compare
the visual results between these representations however, the highest similarity
is achieved when using representation 1.

(a) Best individual in representation 2. Value
for similarity �tness objective: 9.919

(b) Second best individual in representation
2. Value for similarity �tness objective:
9.917

Figure 3.2: The two best individuals with representation 2 that have two mea-
surements in steady states.
If there are two measurements in steady states the steady state �tness objective has a value

of two or higher and less than three. The exact value is only relevant in the evolutionary

process and not for the result. The similarity �tness objective is a measure of how similar

these networks are to the current consensus of the Hematopoietic gene regulatory network in

this representation.

Representation 2 is a Petri net modeling method in which interactions are inhibited.

If we increase the amount of measurements in steady states to a minimum
of three, the steady state objective has a value of three or higher. When we
examine only these results, the similarity �tness objective decreases. We can
also see that a small decrease in the similarity �tness objective represents a large
amount of changes to the gene regulatory network. The best individual found
with representation 1 has three steady states and a similarity �tness objective
of 9.81, as displayed in �gure 3.3. This individual already contains six changes
when compared to the current consensus of the Hematopoietic gene regulatory
network in representation 1. The best individual found with representation 2
also has three measurements in steady states and has a similarity �tness of 9.88,
as depicted in �gure 3.4. This network has changed 8 interactions of the current
consensus network in that representation. This is not the kind of result we were
hoping to achieve, therefore we have de�ned a similarity �tness minimum of
9.8 for further examination. The steady state �tness objective does not have a
limit, even though it is evident that the best results are attained when focusing
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on increasing the amount of measurements in TSCCs to a maximum of two.

(a) Best individual in representation 1. Value
for similarity �tness objective: 9.81

(b) Second best individual in representation 1.
Value for similarity �tness objective: 9.80

Figure 3.3: The two best individuals with representation 1 that have three
measurements in steady states.
If there are three measurements in steady states the steady state �tness objective has a value

of thee or higher and less than four. The exact value is only relevant in the evolutionary

process and not for the result. The similarity �tness objective is a measure of how similar

these networks are to the current consensus of the Hematopoietic gene regulatory network in

this representation.

Representation 1 is a Petri net modeling method in which genes are inhibited.
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(a) Best individual in representation 2. Value
for similarity �tness objective: 9.88

(b) Second best individual in representation 2.
Value for similarity �tness objective: 9.85

Figure 3.4: The two best individuals with representation 2 that have three
measurements in steady states.
If there are three measurements in steady states the steady state �tness objective has a value

of thee or higher and less than four. The exact value is only relevant in the evolutionary

process and not for the result. The similarity �tness objective is a measure of how similar

these networks are to the current consensus of the Hematopoietic gene regulatory network in

this representation.

Representation 2 is a Petri net modeling method in which interactions are inhibited.

The goal of this project is not to �nd a speci�c improvement to the Hematopoi-
etic gene regulatory network but more so, to �nd a method that results in good
solutions for the problem of �nding the correct gene regulatory network using
measurement data so that this method can be used for further research.

3.2 E�ect of the cut-o� value in the Pareto front

In order to steer the focus of the algorithm towards optimizing the similarity
objective, a cut-o� value for the steady state objective is introduced. This way
solutions that have a high value for the similarity objective will be used to
create the next generation of solutions. Applying this cut-o� value during the
evolutionary process changes the results such that the steady state objective
of most solutions will lie around the cut-o� value. At the �nal iteration of
each run the real �tness values are calculated without a cut-o�. The cut-o� is
thus applied during the evolution process and in�uences the �nal result but an
individual can have a �tness that is larger than or smaller than the cut-o�.

The �tness cut-o� is an experimental variable that has three possible values
namely; 2, 3 and no limit. These three values have been varied during exper-
imentation. Figure 3.5 depicts the e�ect that these three cut-o�s have on the
�tness of the individuals found by the Evolutionary Algorithm. In this �gure we
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can see that having a �tness cut-o� has a positive e�ect on the results. When
we use a cut-o� the individuals have a higher value for the similarity �tness
objective.

Figure 3.5: E�ect of the �tness cut-o� on the �tness.
Mind the range of the X- and Y-axis. Both �tness objectives can have a value of between 0

and 10. This plot has been zoomed in for better view.

From this plot we can conclude that having a �tness cut-o� has a positive e�ect on the �tness

because it results in individuals that have a higher similarity �tness.

In section 3.1 we concluded that the individuals with a similarity �tness of
minimally 9.8 achieve the desired result. When considering only the solutions
above this minimum, as depicted in �gure 3.6, we can see that there are no
solutions with more than three measurements in TSCCs that have a similarity
�tness of more than 9.8. In this �gure we can also see that only a few of
the individuals obtained while not having a steady state �tness cut-o� have a
similarity �tness of more than 9.8. These few individuals however, are not very
impressive when compared to the individuals obtained while a cut-o� is used.
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Figure 3.6: E�ect of the �tness limit on the �tness.
This plot contains the same data as plot 3.5 except that we have zoomed in to the best

individuals.

When processing this data into numbers it becomes clear that setting a
steady state �tness cut-o� of two attains the best results. As table 3.1 depicts,
over 50% of all results obtained by setting a �tness cut-o� of two reaches the
minimum value 9.8 for the similarity �tness, all of which have two measurements
in steady states. With a �tness cut-o� of 3 only 4% of all solutions have a
similarity �tness above the minimum of 9.8, of which only 2.75% contain more
than two measurements in steady states. Having no steady state �tness cut-
o� results in only 1.5% reaching the minimum similarity �tness of 9.8, all of
which have two measurements in steady states. Clearly, having no cut-o� is not
bene�cial to the results. In the next few chapters the data obtained while not
having a steady state cut-o� has been left out of further analysis due to the fact
that these results do not contain relevant information.
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Steady state �tness cut-o�
2 3 None

similarity �tness > 9.8 &
steady state �tness >= 2

50.75% 4% 1.5%

similarity �tness > 9.8 &
steady state �tness >= 3

0% 2.75% 0%

Average �tness (Nr. of
measurements in steady
states : similarity �tness)

2 : 9.786 3 : 9.598 3 : 9.295

Best individual 2 : 9.92 3 : 9.882 2 : 9.842

Table 3.1: E�ects of having a steady state �tness cut-o�.

3.3 Initialization

Another variable we have experimented with is the initialization. This exper-
imental variable can have one of two values; it can either be a random ini-
tialization or one that uses the consensus Hematopoietic gene regulatory net-
work. When initialization uses the consensus network it creates a copy of this
Hematopoietic gene regulatory network for each individual and mutates every
copy once before starting the Evolutionary Algorithm.

As �gure 3.7 depicts, a random initialization does not produce useful so-
lutions to our problem. For this project we are interested in gene regulatory
networks with a high similarity to the consensus network. This property is
re�ected in the similarity �tness objective. As �gure 3.7 shows, a random ini-
tialization results in a low similarity �tness. The highest achieved similarity
with a randomly initialized algorithm is 8.86, this is not only well below the
minimum similarity �tness of 9.8 that we de�nes in section 3.1, but this indi-
vidual also does not contain any measurements in steady states and is therefore
a worse solution than the original consensus network. The similarity �tness of
this best individual is only slightly better than the worst individual found when
we use the consensus network to initialize. It is evident that using a random
initialization for the Evolutionary Algorithm is not beni�cial. In the preceding
chapters the randomly initialized data has been removed from the results in
order to more clearly assess the e�ects of other factors.
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Figure 3.7: E�ect of initialization on the �tness.
From this �gure we can clearly derive that using a random initialization has a negative e�ect

on the results since the similarity �tness is much lower in these individuals.

3.4 Measurement �nding in the state space

The next variable we have experimented with is the method to �nd measure-
ments in the state space. We would like to determine how many microarray
measurements are in steady states. Because we �nd steady states using the
state space, each measurement needs to have a location in the state space. We
have created two methods to achieve this. The most straightforward method to
incorporate measurements into the state space is to view a single measurement
as a single state in the state space. For this we need to discretize the measure-
ment data to a bit-string of eleven ones and zeros, as depicted in �gure 1.4.
This makes each measurement a single unique state in the state space that is
either in a steady state or not. A slightly more complicated method has also
been devised that views a single microarray measurement as a component in
the state space. This method normalizes the measurement data and calculates
the best matching component based on the average of all the states in each
component. Further details about the di�erences between the two methods can
be found in section 2.1.4.

When we examine the results for this experimental variable in �gure 3.8 and
3.9 we can see that when we wish to �nd a gene regulatory network that contains
two measurements in steady states, both methods work equally well at retriev-
ing networks with a high similarity to the original network. For the results that
contain three measurements in steady states the second method seems to work
slightly better. However, there is a relation between this experimental variable
and the representation used to model the individuals with that in�uences the
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results. The second method to �nd measurements with works better with rep-
resentation 2. This is the interaction inhibited representation which generally
has a higher �tness due to the fact that the gene regulatory network is larger.
This issue is addressed in section 3.1. The individuals that have been found
using the second method to �nd measurements with all use representation 2. If
we factor in this information there doesn't seem to be any distinct di�erence in
�tness between the two methods.

Figure 3.8: E�ect of the method to �nd the measurements on the �tness.
Mind the range of the X- and Y-axis. Both �tness objectives can have a value of between 0

and 10. This plot has been zoomed in for better view.

The objective that represents the number of measurements in steady states can be rounded to

whole numbers. The exact value is only relevant in the evolutionary process and not for the

result.

The second method works slightly better when we wish to �nd three measurements in steady

states.
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Figure 3.9: E�ect of the method to �nd the measurements on the �tness.
This plot contains the same data as plot 3.8 except that we have zoomed in to the best

individuals.

3.5 Frequent changes to the network

To give an overview of the solutions the algorithm came up with, an analysis is
given of the kind of mutations applied and their frequency. Only the individuals
that have a similarity �tness of 9.8 or higher are included in this analysis. This
way only the best solutions in�uence the conclusion. Since each representation
results in completely di�erent individuals, they are treated separately.

3.5.1 Representation 1

The �rst representation is a gene inhibited representation. Inhibition there-
fore takes place at the gene level. Using this representation generally results
in smaller changes to the consensus network since smaller changes to this con-
sensus network results in larger consequences than the consensus network in
representation 2.

Table 3.2 gives an overview of the most prominent deletions and insertions
in the best individuals found using representation 1. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 in
the appendix depict the data for all deletions and insertions for representation
1. The most frequent mutations are the deletion of Gata2 in four di�erent
interactions. It is possible that Scl might be able to activate certain genes
without having to form a protein-complex with Gata2. This does seem to have
a positive e�ect on the amount of measurements found in steady states.

In two of the four interactions in which Gata2 is deleted Gata2 is often re-
placed with the insertion of another interaction. This is especially noticeable
in the interaction Gata2 & Scl -> Eto2 in which 32,9% of the individuals have
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a deletion of Gata2 and 28,2% have an insertion of Eto2. Also, in the inter-
action Gata2 & Scl -> Zfpm1 the deletion of Gata2 occurs in 20% of the top
individuals and in 14% an insertion of Zfpm1 takes place in the same inter-
action. Figure 3.10a illustrates which interactions we refer to in the current
Hematopoietic consensus network of representation 1.

As indicated in table 3.3, a mutation that also occurs frequently is a type
change of the interaction Gata1 & Pu1-> ¬Gata1. A total overview of the type
changes for representation 1 is provided in the appendix in �gure 4.4. When
the type of an interaction changes in representation 1, it changes from being an
inhibiting interaction to an activating one or visa versa. In this particular case
this indicates that in almost half of all the top individuals Gata1 and Pu1 form
a complex that activates Gata1 instead of inhibiting it. Such a large percent-
age makes this worth investigating further and possibly executing additional
experimentation. The interactions that are frequently subject to type change
mutations are illustrated in the network of �gure 3.10b.

Interaction Total deletions Speci�c
deletions

Total insertions Speci�c
insertions

Gata2 & Scl
-> Eto2

32,9% Gata2
(32,9%)

32,9% Eto2
(28,2%)

Gata2 & Scl
-> Zfpm1

24,7% Gata2 (20%) 21,2% Zfpm1
(14%)

Gata2 & Scl
-> Fli1

16,5% Gata2
(15,3%)

not noteworthy not
noteworthy

Gata2 & Scl
-> Gata2

13,9% Gata2
(10,6%)

not noteworthy not
noteworthy

Table 3.2: Most prominent deletions and insertions for the best individuals
found using representation 1.
These interactions are part of the current consensus of the Hematopoietic gene regulatory

network and are frequently mutated with an insertion or a deletion. These interactions are

depicted in �gure 3.10a. All four interactions have Gata2 and Scl as input.
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Interaction Amount type changed

Gata1 & Pu1-> ¬Gata1 47,1%
Erg -> Smad6 14,1%

Gata2 & Scl -> Smad6 12,9%
Fli1 -> Fli1 11,8%

Gata2 & Hhex -> ¬Gata2 11,8%

Table 3.3: Most prominent type changes for the best individuals found using
representation 1.
These �ve interactions are frequently mutated to the opposing interaction type. An inhibiting

interaction becomes an activating interaction or visa versa. These interactions are depicted

in �gure 3.10b.

(a) These interactions are frequently mu-
tated with a deletion or an insertion, as
indicated in table 3.2.

(b) These interactions are frequently mu-
tated with a type change, as indicated in
table 3.3.

Figure 3.10: These interactions in the current consensus of the Hematopoietic
gene regulatory network are most commonly mutated in representation 1.

As is evident from table 3.4 deletions, insertions and type change mutations
are more likely to occur than the addition of new interactions to the existing
consensus network. An overview of all the new interactions is depicted in �g-
ure 4.5 in the appendix. Most new interactions involve Fli1 but none really
stand out. This is likely due to the high �tness penalty associated with adding
a new interaction to the network. This is because it involves adding a completely
new binding site to the network. Therefore the rewards need to be higher than
for other smaller changes, like a type change, in order to compensate for this
penalty.
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Interaction Total new interactions Those that involve just these two genes

Scl-> Fli1 9,4% 3,5%
Fli1-> Fli1 7,1% 3,5%

Fli1-> Smad6 7,1% 5,9%
Gata1 -> Fli1 5,9% 0%

Table 3.4: Most prominent new interactions added for the best individuals found
using representation 1.
New interactions are interactions that are added to the existing consensus network. The

interactions of the existing consensus network remain intact.

3.5.2 Representation 2

The second representation is an interaction inhibited representation. In this
representation inhibition interactions are placed between the genes and the
transitions creating a behavior that is more similar to the behavior of a gene
regulatory network in the cell. The Hematopoietic consensus network used to
initialize with and to calculate the similarity �tness with has been converted
to this representation as well. The consensus network has the same behavior
in both representations but in this representation it is slightly larger. As we
discussed in section 3.1 this representation tends to have a higher similarity
�tness because the penalties are smaller for a larger network and more changes
need to be applied to create the same behavior in this representation. Not sur-
prisingly the amount of changes to the networks using the interaction inhibited
representation is much larger.

The most prominent deletions and insertions are displayed in table 3.5. In
�gure 4.6 and 4.7 in the appendix all the deletions and insertions for this rep-
resentation are depicted. As you can see, the removal of Pu1 inhibition in the
interaction Gata2 & Scl & ¬Pu1-> Gata1 occurs in 41,4% of the top individu-
als. Removing this interaction has a positive e�ect on the steady state �tness
objective and should be investigated further. Also interesting is the fact that
Gata2 is removed and Eto2 is inserted in the interaction Gata2 & Scl -> Eto2
in both representations. Even though this e�ect is smaller in representation
2, it is striking that the same mutation has a positive e�ect on the �tness in
both representations. This is also an indication that this interaction needs to
be investigated further. The interactions we refer to are depicted in the network
in �gure 3.11a.

In the second representation the amount of type change mutations are gen-
erally higher than for the �rst representation, as depicted in table 3.6. An
overview of all the type changes for this representation is provided in �gure 4.8
in the appendix. Also the interactions to which the type change mutations are
applied are di�erent. This is likely because the e�ect of this mutation di�ers
per representation. In the �rst representation it has a direct e�ect on the be-
havior of the gene but in the second representation it only has an e�ect on the
interaction to which it is applied. The e�ect is therefore smaller in the second
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representation, this could explain why the amount of this type of mutation is
also higher.

The type change of the interaction Fli1->Smad6 renders this interaction use-
less. It has the same e�ect as removing the complete transition and therefore
the entire interaction. This could indicate that this interaction is incorrect. This
interaction is depicted in �gure 3.11b. We also see that a lot of inhibiting inter-
actions are mutated to activating interactions, indicating that some inhibiting
proteins might not inhibit all the binding sites for a particular gene. If not all
binding sites are inhibited, some interactions can still take place while others
are inhibited. This is the kind of behavior we would expect in the cell.

Interaction Total deletions Speci�c
deletions

Total insertions Speci�c
insertions

Gata1&Scl&
¬Pu1

->Gata1

46,6% Pu1
(41,4%)

not noteworthy not
noteworthy

Gata2&Scl&
¬Smad6
->Runx1

16,5% Gata2
(6,8%), Scl

(6%)

not noteworthy not
noteworthy

Fli1->Fli1 not noteworthy not
noteworthy

30,1% Pu1 (7,5%)

Erg->Smad6 9,8% Erg (9,8%) 19,5% Smad6
(9,8%)

Gata2&Scl
->Smad6

9,8% Gata2
(8,3%)

12,1% Smad6
(6,8%)

Gata2&Scl
->Eto2

6,8% Gata2
(6,8%)

6,8% Eto2 (5,3%)

Table 3.5: Most prominent deletions and insertions for the best individuals
found using representation 2.
These interactions are part of the current consensus of the Hematopoietic gene regulatory

network and are frequently mutated with an insertion or a deletion. These interactions are

depicted in �gure 3.11a.
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Interaction Gene Amount type change

Fli1->Smad6 Fli1 28,6%
Runx1&¬Pu1->Pu1 Pu1 23,3%
Runx1&¬Eto2->Erg Eto2 23,3%
Fli1&¬Pu1->Pu1 Pu1 19,5%
Gata2&Scl->Eto2 Gata2 19,5%
Fli1&¬Eto2->Erg Eto2 18,8%
Gata2&Scl->Zfpm1 Gata2 17,3%

Table 3.6: Most prominent type changes for the best individuals found using
representation 2.
These interactions are frequently mutated to the opposing interaction type. An inhibiting

interaction becomes an activating interaction and visa versa. These interactions are depicted

in �gure 3.11b.

(a) These interactions are frequently mu-
tated with a deletion or an insertion, as
indicated in table 3.5.

(b) These interactions are frequently mu-
tated with a type change, as indicated in
table 3.6

Figure 3.11: These interactions in the current consensus of the Hematopoietic
gene regulatory network are most commonly mutated in representation 2.

As in representation 1, this representation also has few individuals with
mutations that lead to new interactions. It seems that Gata2 is one of the more
likely genes for new interactions, as is evident from table 3.7. An overview
of all the new interactions for this representation is given in �gure 4.9 in the
appendix. This gene is often involved in many of the deletions, type changes and
new interactions in this representation. This could indicate that the interactions
for this particular gene need to be reviewed. This is a good indication that there
could be some errors in the interactions in which this gene is involved.
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Interaction Total new interactions Those that involve just these two genes

Erg->Gata2 10,5% 0
Fli1->Gata2 10,5% 0
Hhex->Gata2 9,8% 0
Zfpm1->Gata2 9,8% 0

Scl->Erg 9,1% 2,3%
Erg->Erg 8,3% 1,5%

Table 3.7: Most prominent new interactions added for the best individuals found
using representation 2.
New interactions are interactions that are added to the existing consensus network. The

interactions of the existing consensus network remain intact.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion

There are four experimental variables we experimented with; the �tness cut-
o�, initialization, representation and method to �nd measurements. Out of
those four, two have led to conclusive results, namely the �tness cut-o� and the
initialization. The other two experimental variables did not provide conclusive
results. All values of these inconclusive variables should be explored in further
research.

An experimental variable that did achieve clear results is the initialization.
During experimentation this variable has two possible values; a random ini-
tialization and initialization using the Hematopoietic consensus network. The
best results are achieved when initializing with the Hematopoietic consensus
network. This gene regulatory network incorporates knowledge from previous
research into the Evolutionary Algorithm. Also, since we know that the opti-
mum solution is close to the consensus network, this type of initialization makes
the algorithm quickly converge to the part of the solution space where the op-
timum solution lies. Random initialization results in a decreased similarity to
the Hematopoietic consensus network and thus the individuals that result from
this type of initialization are more distant from what happens in the cell. The
algorithm is therefore best used with a consensus network to initialize with.
Even though we found conclusive results for this experimental variable random
initialization might work better if the algorithm is run for more generations with
a higher population count. Using a consensus network to initialize with could
result in the algorithm getting stuck in a local maximum and it might never be
able to �nd the optimal solution to the problem. A random initialization would
encourage a broader search of the solution space and it could be that the algo-
rithm has not had enough time to converge from a random to a solution with
a high similarity �tness. Whether more generations and a higher population
count leads to better results would require additional experimentation.

Another experimental variable for which we achieved conclusive results is
the �tness cut-o� for the steady state objective. For the �tness cut-o� there
are three di�erent settings with which we experimented. The cut-o� can have a
value of two, three or ten. Since ten is the highest possible value of the steady
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state �tness objective this setting entails that there is no cut-o�. The consensus
network used is this case already contains one measurement in a steady state. In
order to improve this network we need at least one more measurement in a steady
state and a high similarity to the consensus network. From our experimentation
we conclude that using a �tness cut-o� has a positive e�ect on the results,
speci�cally if we increase the cut-o� with one additional measurement in a
steady state than in the Hematopoietic consensus network. A good method
to increase the amount of measurements in steady states with more than one
could be to improve the network in steps. We could improve the network with
a single additional measurement in a steady state, verify the result and use this
improved network as a consensus network for the next step in which we improve
the network with one more measurement in a steady state. By taking smaller
steps we could avoid that the results will be too di�erent from the consensus
network. This could be a good way of increasing the number of measurements
in steady states without losing biological relevance of the solutions.

In our experimentation we have used two types of representations to model
the gene regulatory networks with. There is a gene inhibited representation in
which inhibition interactions are placed between the transitions and the genes
and we also use an interaction inhibited representation in which the inhibition
interactions are placed between the genes and the transitions. Both repre-
sentations are able to model the behavior that is currently known about the
Hematopoietic gene regulatory network. Yet, when we apply an Evolutionary
Algorithm to these representations and examine the results we realize that nei-
ther representation truly captures what happens in the cell. The gene inhibited
representation is not able to model a gene that has multiple binding sites for
which di�erent proteins inhibit each binding site. In this representation the
gene itself is inhibited and not the interaction. If a gene is inhibited in this
representation, so are all its binding sites and thus all its interactions. When a
gene has multiple binding sites in the cell it is possible that some binding sites
are inhibited and some are not. Therefore, this representation does not capture
the behavior of the gene regulatory network in the cell.

The interaction inhibited representation is able to model a gene that has
multiple binding sites but each binding site that is physically present in the
cell only once is modeled multiple times in this representation. This is because
of the way this representation deals with inhibiting interactions. Due to this
phenomenon this representation does not respond well to changes. Changing
the proteins that inhibit a single binding site entails changing the inhibiting in-
teractions for each activating interaction separately. If we change one inhibiting
interaction in the network, it is no longer consistent with the binding sites that
are present in the cell. When we apply the Evolutionary Algorithm to the inter-
action inhibited representation and thus change the gene regulatory network, it
quickly starts to lose biological relevance.

Therefore, we feel that an alternative representation more closely models the
behavior of the gene regulatory network in the cell and could result in better
solutions. Figure 4.1 depicts an example of this representation. The main dif-
ference between this and the other two representations lies in the fact that each
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binding site in the cell with all its inhibiting and activating interactions is mod-
eled as a single interaction chain. This makes it possible to change the inhibiting
interactions for a binding site in one go instead of changing it per interaction,
like in the interaction inhibited representation. Since it also incorporates inhi-
bition at a binding site level instead of at a gene level, this representation could
solve the shortcomings of the other two representations. Also, this representa-
tion provides additional information about the amount of binding sites that are
present in the cell and which proteins activate and inhibit which binding site.
This makes it possible to derive more information about the gene regulatory
network from the results of the Evolutionary Algorithm and we can incorporate
the knowledge we have about these binding sites into the model and the Evo-
lutionary Algorithm. It is now possible to provide the Evolutionary Algorithm
with more information about the biological process. We could for example, en-
corporate an additional �tness objective that contains information about the
amount of binding sites each gene should have.

Figure 4.1: An example of a gene regulation network in the new representation.
This example represents the following formula; ((Gene1 AND Gene2) OR Gene3) AND NOT

Gene 4 �> Gene5. This representation is similar to a Petri net but contains two additional

type of nodes. With this representation it is possible to model a gene that has multiple binding

sites and we can model a single binding site in the cell with all its inhibiting and activating

interactions as a single interaction chain. This model is more similar to what actually happens

in the cell than the previous representations and is designed speci�cally to be edited by an

Evolutionary Algorithm.

Using an Evolutionary Algorithm that incorporates steady state analysis
provides us with valuable information about the topology of the Hematopoietic
gene regulatory network. It can be applied to any gene regulatory network that
has multiple steady states but the variables for the Evolutionary Algorithm
in this case have been speci�cally tuned for this network. In order to use it
for a di�erent network the Bonesa tuning would have to be repeated. This
method can be used to e�ectively �nd areas of interest for further research. It is
likely that solutions contain some errors but overall results can be used to �nd
interactions of interest to investigate further. It is a useful tool in generating
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new ideas and �nding weaknesses of the current consensus network. Results
attained using this algorithm provide new ideas but even the solution with the
highest �tness could still be incorrect. The �tness of the solutions, especially
the �tness that represents network similarity, is not clear cut. It is possible that
an individual is actually closer to the real solution, yet has a lower �tness. Small
changes to the network could have a greater impact on network behavior than
larger ones do. Adding an additional �tness that includes biological plausibility
could help solve this problem and will be a good tool in distinguishing between
solutions that are close to what happens in real life and those that are not.

Results attained using this method need to be tested in lab for veri�cation.
Even when results seem likely they can still be incorrect. As with all methods
that use measurement data, the results are highly dependent upon the quality
of the measurement data and small mistakes could have a great impact on
the algorithms ability to �nd a good solution. Improving the quality of the
measurement data will greatly improve the results of the algorithm.
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Appendix

Figure 4.2: Deletions in representation 1 for best individuals.
All individuals that have a similarity �tness higher than 9.8 are included in this data. Rep-

resentation 1 is a gene inhibited representation.

A deletion is a removal of (part of) an existing interaction.
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Figure 4.3: Insertions in representation 1 for best individuals.
All individuals that have a similarity �tness higher than 9.8 are included in this data. Rep-

resentation 1 is a gene inhibited representation.

An insertion is an addition to an existing interaction.
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Figure 4.4: Type changes in representation 1 for best individuals.
All individuals that have a similarity �tness higher than 9.8 are included in this data. Rep-

resentation 1 is a gene inhibited representation.

A type change is when an inhibiting interaction mutates to an activating interaction and visa

versa.
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Figure 4.5: New interactions in representation 1 for best individuals.
All individuals that have a similarity �tness higher than 9.8 are included in this data. Rep-

resentation 1 is a gene inhibited representation.

A new interaction is a new addition to the network that was not previously part of the current

consensus of the Hematopoietic gene regulatory network.
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Figure 4.6: Deletions in representation 2 for best individuals.
All individuals that have a similarity �tness higher than 9.8 are included in this data. Rep-

resentation 2 is an interaction inhibited representation.

A deletion is a removal of (part of) an existing interaction.
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Figure 4.7: Insertions in representation 2 for best individuals.
All individuals that have a similarity �tness higher than 9.8 are included in this data. Rep-

resentation 2 is an interaction inhibited representation.

An insertion is an addition to an existing interaction.
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Figure 4.8: Type changes in representation 2 for best individuals.
All individuals that have a similarity �tness higher than 9.8 are included in this data. Rep-

resentation 2 is an interaction inhibited representation.

A type change is when an inhibiting interaction mutates to an activating interaction and visa

versa.
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Figure 4.9: New interactions in representation 2 for best individuals.
All individuals that have a similarity �tness higher than 9.8 are included in this data. Rep-

resentation 2 is an interaction inhibited representation.

A new interaction is a new addition to the network that was not previously part of the current

consensus of the Hematopoietic gene regulatory network.
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